Foraging for Food
(In Non-Fiction)


Backyard Foraging: 65 familiar plants you didn't know you could eat by Ellen Zachos - QK 98.5 .A1 .Z33 2013

The Backyard Homestead by Carleen Madigan - SB 321 .B1434 2009


Basic Illustrated Edible Wild Plants and Useful Herbs by Jim Meuninck - QK 98.5 .U6 .M48 2013

Basic Wilderness Survival Skills: build shelters, safety and first aid, fire building, forage, hunt, and fish, and much more by Bradford Angier - GV 200.5 .A555 2002

Browsing Nature's Aisles: a year of foraging for wild food in the suburbs by Wendy Brown - TX 823 .B76 2013


Dandelion Hunter: foraging the urban wilderness by Rebecca Lerner - QK 98.5 .U6 .L47 2013


Eat the Weeds by Ben Charles Harris - TX 803 .W4 .H3

Eating Wildly: foraging for life, love and the perfect meal by Ava Chin - QK 98.5 .U6 .C45 2014

Edible and Medicinal Plants of the West by Gregory L. Tilford - QK 98.5 .U6 .T54 1997

Edible Wild Plants: wild foods from dirt to plate by John Kallas - QK 98.5 .A1 .K35 2010

Edible Wild Plants of Eastern North America by Merritt Lyndon Fernald - QK 98.5 .F4 1958

A Feast of Weeds: a literary guide to foraging and cooking wild edible plants by Luigi Ballerini - QK 98.5 .A1 .B3513 2012


Foraged Flavor: finding fabulous ingredients in your backyard or farmer's market by Tama Matsuoka Wong - TX 823 .W65 2012

Foraging for Dinner: collecting & cooking wild foods by Helen Ross Russell - TX 823 .R8


Hunt, Gather, Cook: finding the forgotten feast by Hank Shaw - TX 823 .S53 2012


Making Wine with Fruits, Roots & Flowers: recipes for distinctive & delicious wild wines by Margaret Crowther - TP 548.2 .C76 2012


Native American Food Plants: an ethnobotanical dictionary by Daniel E. Moerman - QK 98.5 .N57 .M64 2010

Native American Medicinal Plants: an ethnobotanical dictionary by Daniel E. Moerman - RS 171 .M64 2009


The New American Homestead: sustainable, self-sufficient living in the country or in the city by John H. Tullock - SB 319.95 .T84 2012

Northwest Foraging: the classic guide to edible plants of the Pacific Northwest by Doug Benoliel - QK 98.5 .U6 .B46

Northwestern Wild Berries by J. E. Underhill - QK 98.5 .U52

Pacific Northwest Foraging: 120 wild and flavorful edibles from Alaska blueberries to wild hazelnuts by Douglas Deur - QK 98.5 .U6 .D485 2014


Stalking the Good Life: my love affair with nature by Euell Gibbons - QK 98.5 .G45

Stalking the Healthful Herbs by Euell Gibbons - QK 98.5 .G46

Stalking the Wild Asparagus by Euell Gibbons - QK 98.5 .G48


The Urban Homesteading Cookbook: forage, farm, ferment and feast for a better world by Michelle Nelson - TX 741 .N45 2015

Wild Edible Fruits & Berries by Marjorie Furlong - QK 98.5 .U6 .F87

Wild Foods: a beginner's guide to identifying, harvesting and cooking safe and tasty plants from the outdoors by Laurence Pringle - TX 823 .P74


Wild Fruits: Thoreau's rediscovered last manuscript by Henry David Thoreau - QK 98.5 .T48 2000

The Wild Good Trailguide by Alan Hall - QK 98.5 .U6 .H34 1976

Wild Jams and Jellies: delicious recipes using 75 wild edibles by Joe Freitus - TX 612 .J3 .F73 2005

The Wild Table: seasonal foraged food and recipes by Connie Green - TX 823 .G74 2010

The Wild Palate, a serious wild foods cookbook by Walter Hall - TX 823 .H27

Woodland Style: ideas and projects for bringing foraged and found elements into your home by Marlene Marshall - TT 157 .M4185 2010
Foraging for Food
(In Alaskana Circulating Non-Fiction)


Alaska Magazine's Cabin Cookbook: over 150 favorite North County recipes that tell how to cook with wild game, fish, fowl, and native plants -TX 715 .A42 1988


Alaskan Dog Mushers Trail Food and Old Fashion Recipe Book, with Old Fashioned Remedies Throughout - TX 715 .A423 1989


Berry-Good Recipes: a collection of recipes sponsored by Midnight Sun Chapter No. 6, Eastern Star - TX 715 .B47 1984


Common Edible Seaweeds in the Gulf of Alaska by Dolores A. Garza - TX 402 .G37 2005


Fireweed and Roses by Leslie Shallcross - QK 98.5 .A4 .F57 2010 (DVD)

Flora of Alaska and Adjacent Parts of Canada: an illustrated descriptive text of all vascular plants known to occur within the region covered by Jacob Peter Anderson - QK 146 .A5 1959


Living off the Land by Richard P. Emanuel - SK 49 .E52 2000


Plant Lore of an Alaskan island by Frances Kelso Graham - QK 98.5 .U6 .G73 1985

Plants That We Eat: Nauriat Nigiñaquatua: from the traditional wisdom of the Iñupiat elders of Northwest Alaska by Anore Jones - QK 98.5 .A4 .J65 2010


Through Alaska's Back Door by Bernard Francis Ederer - F 1060.9 .E3


Wild Alaskan Recipes & Hints: find it! eat it! vegetation, game, seafood by Carol R. Biggs - QK 98.5 .U6 .B538 1999 V.1 and 2


The Winterlake Lodge Cookbook: culinary adventures in the wilderness by Kirsten Dixon - TX 715 .D5898 2003

Vegetation and Production Ecology of an Alaskan Arctic Tundra by Larry L. Tieszen - QK 146 .V43